
Case study

Zeleris, 
the key figures of a leading company

 z 19 transport platforms moving  
8 million shipments per year

 z 7 logistics warehouses processing  
6.5 million orders per year

 z 1,500 customers 
 z 10-20 % annual growth

Its modernisation and new working 
tools have proven essential for im-
proving the workflow and being able to 
manage the above production volumes. 
The creation of automated processes for 
the more mechanical aspects of service 
documentation is one of the most obvi-
ous signs of progress, which has led to a 
significant reduction in the cost of work-
ing hours.

www.zeleris.com

Zeleris (Telefónica Servicios Integrales de Distribución, S.A.U.) is the Telefónica Group 
company specialising in the provision of logistics and national and international 
freight services for private individuals and business. Zeleris has operated on the mar-
ket since 1999, obtaining a turnover of EUR 120 million in 2011. The Zeleris customer 
base includes several of Spain‘s leading e-commerce and distance selling companies, 
and it is the preferred logistics provider for the Telefónica Group in Spain.

A few years after its creation, Zeleris realised that it needed to address certain aspects 
of the digital administration of its processing, ordering, billing and web services, so it 
decided to partner up with the SEEBURGER integration platform. This led to the immedi-
ate automation of processes, resulting in significant savings in time and money. 

The online workload has increased exponentially in recent years, making it necessary 
to customise web services, a key part of contemporary workflows. A variable working 
environment that can be adapted to customer needs to ensure that migration is as 
quick as possible. 

Workflow monitoring 

Process monitoring also plays an important role because it ensures control and knowledge 
of the status of a process and the potential problems that could arise. Previously, regular 
checks were required to confirm that everything was going smoothly and error-free. Now, 
however, the system reports these incidents by itself, which means that they can be re-
solved as quickly as possible. The benefits are twofold: a faster response and time savings.

Zeleris decided to create an intranet based around the BIS system to allow the two tools 
to complement one another and interact more closely. More sensitive information is 
displayed quickly and cleanly. Staff responsible for customer care can make real-time 
enquiries to resolve any type of customer need. Complaints are handled quickly by 
viewing this superficial layer.

Modernisation and automation, 
the keys to success

www.seeburger.com
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Zeleris tasks in figures:

Every day, there are over: 
 z 40,000 service orders 
 z 10,000 processes 
 z 1,500 files

All of these have different formats so it 
is necessary to have a working system 
that allows interaction between them 
regardless of their format, which can be 
CSV, TXT or XML.

Service documentation and customer 
information are the areas of work that 
have gained the most from the change. 
Daily processes are the most crucial 
ones because they are repeated over 
and over and there is a greater likeli-
hood of making mistakes during these 
processes. This is why automation is so 
important. 

Zeleris has gradually increased the 
services of SEEBURGER in its working 
environment: billing processes, inde- 
pendent management of internal pro-
cesses, meeting requests from cus-
tomers and suppliers, and process 
automation. But the improvements do 
not stop there; Zeleris plans to continue 
in its growth and with the progressive  
adaptation of its tasks.
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New tools are usually introduced in response to new needs and the results of their 
introduction are evident: virtual elimination of manual service documentation tasks; 
automation of customer information processes; integration with several specific Zeleris 
systems that previously operated as separate islands and are now connected by infor-
mation bridges, and the customisation and integration of Zeleris systems and those of 
customers and providers.

Since Zeleris makes huge transmissions of files and documents on a daily basis, it 
requires an organised workflow system to speed up its processes and provide better 
customer service. 

Zeleris and SEEBURGER, facing the future together

Zeleris plans to incorporate new features in the future, with digital customer billing and 
the acceptance and management of EDIFACT files being among the new developments. 
All of these improvements are accompanied by cost savings, as well as automated in-
voicing. To anybody wondering why a company might want to work with a platform like 
SEEBURGER‘s, there is a simple answer: for the product. The product is what stands 
out in the equation; it is what marks the turning point and allows a company to adopt a 
competitive edge and offer services to meet demand.

Nonetheless, customisation was not in the initial plans of Zeleris. Automation was the 
main goal of the change; the customisation of services evolved on its own, eventually 
becoming the standard-bearer of the current product.

Tasks that had previously been a drain on human resources have been streamlined. 
Processes that required a specific team to work on monitoring and performance have 
been automated. Automatic monitoring and error alerts, with no need for manual veri-
fication, have improved feedback. It is a difficult time for Spanish companies and Zeleris 
is no exception to this. Subsidiaries face daily challenges such as how to sustain their 
growth in the foreign market, how to tackle the global crisis without increasing staff costs 
and how to respond to customer needs.


